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INTRODUCTION

A year ago, Pat Barnett and I collected the Society’s Archives from Nottingham Archives,
where they had been deposited some years previously, and the rest of the Committee helped
to organise the material and go through it for points of interest. Pam Barnsdale kindly gave
over a room at Bolham Manor to house all the piles of documents; little did she realise that
these piles would still be there a year later! We worked on them only sporadically at first,
and were often distracted by some of the quirky items that had been preserved (such as
apologies for absence from meetings, letters about the name of the Society, and bills for
refreshments, and even a poem), but as the anniversary approached, we had to decide about
what to include. The result was this “potted history”. 

The Minutes of all the meetings of the Society are the basis of the first part, to show how
we evolved. The Newsletters were an invaluable source of information, as they record our
achievements and activities. Then, topics which were the priority at the very beginning, and
still concern us, are highlighted. “What’s in a Name?” is included, partly for its oddity, but
also because, whatever its name, the Society has always focused on “the well-being of
Retford and its community”, as the founder intended. Finally, the reminiscences of past
Chairs provide an insight into the work of the Society.

There are bound to be omissions, for which I apologise, but we hope it will show how we
started and how we have progressed. 

Thanks go to past and present members of the Committee, most particularly to Pam
Barnsdale and Pauline Hudson, and to the past Chairs. Justin Pursell at Wharton’s deserves
a special thank-you for helping me to produce this celebration of Retford Civic Society’s
25th anniversary.

Tina Jones

October, 2105 
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TWENTY-FIVE YEARS

THE FIRST DECADE

In August 1990, various Retfordians received an intriguing invitation:

“I am considering the formation of a Retford Civic Society, to promote the well-being of the

town and its community. It has been suggested that you might be interested in such a society,

and I would like to invite you to a gathering…  I hope you feel sufficiently curious to come

along to hear the idea explained.” 

This invitation, to meet at his home, came from Gerry Archer.

The result of this “gathering” was the Inaugural Meeting of the Retford Society, held at the Town Hall, on 26 November 1990. 

It was well attended: seventy members of the public came, and obviously listened attentively to the two speakers, because they

asked a number of questions. The speakers were Mr G. Archer, and Mr H. Gregson from the Sleaford and District Civic

Society, who described that organisation, its experiences and the difficulties of running it.

Gerry Archer put forward his idea:

I am not a native of Retford but I have known the town for more than 30 years and have lived in and around Retford during

that time.

I believe Retford to be an attractive town with a unique character. I enjoy being here and I know that many others do as well.

But there is one thing which Retford does not have and that is an organisation that enables those of us who live, work and

shop here to express our acclaim, our praise, our opinions and possibly when the need arises our criticism.

So what do we need? I think, indeed, I am convinced, we need a CIVIC SOCIETY, an Amenity Society, a RETFORD SOCIETY.

Other towns and communities up and down the country, some smaller and others larger than Retford, have formed such

societies and have benefited greatly from doing so.

There is a national body known as the CIVIC TRUST [now Civic Voice], which has been in existence for more than 30 years

and which helps and encourages societies to start, prosper and grow. 

What would a Retford Society do? What should its objects be?

I personally think its aim should also be

the preservation, improvement and development of the town and its community 

In more practical terms a Retford Society must …..

Firstly it must be independent but willing to cooperate.

Then it could ————

Arrange a celebration of the granting of the Charter on the appropriate day each year —— in other words a CHARTER DAY.

Interest the school children in their town, with such things as competitions and awards, to encourage pride.

Take an interest in the town’s buildings and any changes and improvements that are proposed. Give awards for improvements

thought to be of value.

Research, in collaboration with the Historical Society, historical events connected with the town and possibly celebrate these

in some way. For instance, did Dick Turpin stop in Retford during his ride to York? What happened during the Civil War?

What about Revolution Mill? In which buildings did well-known personalities live?

Offer to cooperate with the 2 Authorities, in organising and promoting events in Retford

Festivals, musical concerts, and other stage events. It seems to me that SOME events take place without attracting much

attention.

Encourage the improvement of unsightly corners of the town. Help to keep the town tidy, well maintained and free of

blemishes, such as weeds and graffiti. Offer to remove litter and rubbish from important areas, such as the river-banks and

the canal.

Take an interest in those citizens of Retford both past and present, who have left the town and made their mark elsewhere in

Britain or overseas.
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Encourage the development of new and better facilities and amenities. Why not a RADIO STATION for Retford?

Work to improve Retford’s environment: better air quality; less noise.

And lastly, but probably most importantly, a Retford Society might arrange events for its members, such as 

Presentations to members, by large developers, of their proposals for Retford.

Organised trips for members to other towns to see what has been achieved.

Councillor Carolyn Troop, then Mayor of Retford, proposed the formation of a civic society for Retford; Councillor Kathleen

Straker seconded. Obviously, Gerry was a very persuasive speaker, because the motion was carried unanimously.

The Steering Group (probably those interested people who had attended the “gathering”), which had been set up to encourage

the creation of the society, then proposed nominations for Chairman, Secretary, Treasurer, and four members of the Executive

Committee. Four additional nominations came from the floor. All those nominated were elected.  

Among them must have been Mr Mike Spencer, local headteacher, and Canon Peter Wigginton, because they were both on

the Committee; the former was Chairman until 1995, and the latter was a very active member for even longer.                                                              

The first Newsletter, dated April 1991 (see p.11), shows that Gerry Archer was the Secretary, and he was to continue to fulfil

that role, as well as that of Chairman from time to time, sometimes simultaneously, over the next decade. 

Gerry Archer  1929-2015

In March, 2015, the Retford Times reported the death of  “a man who changed the face of Retford for ever”: he had started

the Civic Society, Retford-in-Bloom, Charter Day, and “drummed up” support to save the Majestic Theatre. 

Gerry Archer was very good at “drumming up” support, as those who knew him have testified. Jim Napier, who succeeded

him as Chairman, said that he had “a passion and a vision for the town”. Pam Barnsdale, a later Chair, recalled that Gerry

was “a very gentle man but… if he believed in it, he really went for it. He worked with people, not against them. In the

early days… he would press-gang people into joining up!” Richard Sutton, who has organised Charter Day ever since it

started in 1993, has reason to remember Gerry’s determination: “I went to talk to Gerry about getting it off the ground.

When he explained the plan, I said that I couldn’t see it happening. It started as six stalls on the Market Square… In 2014

more than 30,000 people came to see events there and in Kings’ Park. That’s Gerry’s legacy”.

Included in Gerry’s legacy: Charter Day and the Majestic Theatre (see 1993 Newsletter p.11), Building Awards (see p.16),

Retford-in-Bloom (see p.17), as well as the Society itself.

Betty Archer was always by her husband’s side (as she is in this photograph, taken at a farewell party in November 2015,

just before the Archers moved to Spain permanently). Also seated are the late Laurie Hudson and the late Canon Peter

Wigginton, both of whom were on the Committee during the 1990s. Standing behind Betty and Gerry are three past Chairs:

Jim Napier, Margaret Beard and Pam Barnsdale. Next to Pam is Pauline Hudson, who was Secretary for many years. 
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Betty has recently written about how it all started:

“Gerry and I moved to Retford from Gringley-on-the-Hill because Gerry had been diagnosed with Retinitis Pigmentoza and

it would be progressive. He had to retire early and stop driving, which was dreadful when all his life his eyes were so important

to him, being an architect.

We used to walk twice a day around the town, and we were so sad to see all the rubbish that people dropped and the local

authority were not clearing it… So we had contact with the council staff and we used to clear the graffiti from the entrance to

the Majestic Theatre and many other places around the town.

Gerry thought Retford could be so much better. He had found retiring early difficult because he had always been so busy, so

he was much happier finding he had plenty to do and think about, meeting and knowing lots of people in the town and the

county.

In the beginning the councillors thought we were all Conservatives and were rather anti what we were trying to do; we told

them it was nothing to do with politics.”

Gerry’s legacy indeed! RCS has always been non-party-political, working in partnership with Bassetlaw District Council and

Notts County Council.  Gerry’s concerns are still our concerns: maintaining our heritage, encouraging the renovation of old

buildings and the construction of attractive new ones, monitoring planning applications, litter, graffiti, and all the other things

which have been mentioned. Making Retford an attractive place was Gerry’s passion.

During the 1990s, Gerry was the driving force, ably assisted by his wife, Betty: organising meetings, producing the

newsletters, negotiating with the authorities, and inspiring others to help him. As his health deteriorated, however, the Archers

began to spend longer and longer periods of time in Spain. Inevitably, the absence of such an inspirational figure meant

problems.

“Practically everything is at a standstill,” wrote Gerry to members, giving notice of a Special General Meeting in September

1995. He had been coping with the roles of Chairman, Secretary and Membership Secretary, and appealed for help. “If we can

create a Team, it will be possible to move forward with confidence and success. Without it we will decline and fade away.”

Sixteen members attended, among them Pamela Barnsdale (the first time we see her name, and of whom more later). 

A Draft Policy Statement for 1996 to 2001 was then issued by the Executive Committee.

The Statement included the following:

“OBJECTIVE as before: ‘to preserve, develop the town and its community.”’

“Increased membership is essential…recruitment campaign…by the Executive Committee (EC).”

Special general Meetings as required by Constitution but others only when an issue appears to EC to be of great concern. EC

meetings to be open to all Society members.’

Visits and Social Gatherings – EC “to arrange events among themselves as they wish and invite all Society members to join

them.”

“Surveys, studies, opinions and papers are important and essential…EC members to carry out this work and invite selected

Society members to help…EC to co-operate with other organisations as it thinks appropriate.” The concerns, such as tidiness,

were the same as before.

Building Awards and the Annual Front Garden Competition were to continue:  “Those initiatives, such as Retford-in-

Bloom already made, have, more than anything else, advanced the standing and influence of the Society and made substantial

progress towards the Society’s objectives. Others to be mounted when opportunities are presented, as the EC thinks

appropriate and resources permit.” 

So what happened next? 

Certain members worked hard, monitoring planning applications, and continuing the Society’s involvement in Retford Pride,

Charter Day and the Majestic Theatre Trust. Among them was Pam Barnsdale, who researched and produced a paper on

derelict buildings and sites – this still concerns us and we continually press for “something to be done”!
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The Society carried on, and during the following years continued to work for Retford, as we see from the Chairman’s reports

in 1997 and 1998:

Although the 1997/98 Report sounded very upbeat, the Society was again having difficulties, and in October another Special

General Meeting was called. At the previous Special General Meeting, in 1995, it had been decided that the Society should

have a President, and that the President should be the Mayor of Retford. 

So Jim Napier, then Mayor, stepped in. He had already been involved in the Society, particularly in the Front Garden

Competition, and organising Christmas lights, and was as anxious as Gerry was that the Society should continue (see

Newsletter Jan 1999 p.12)

In September of that year, a meeting was held “to enquire into the need for a civic society in Retford, what such a society

should aim to do and how it should be generated”. Gerry Archer took the chair, and outlined “the history of the existing Retford

civic Society (sic) and its present condition”.

All present offered their help. Among those who attended were Jim Napier, Margaret Beard and Pamela Barnsdale, all of

whom would be Chair in the following years.

The meeting discussed the following:

“A civic society is required

to generate a Pride in the Town

to monitor developments

& encourage good appearance & design

The existing society should be regenerated as

it has Charity Status & can access grant aid more freely

it has a substantial history of success

it has an existing membership of approx. 100

is part of the fabric of the town

as such institutions are only valued after they are gone

The Regenerated Society should aim

to preserve, protect & develop the town and its

community

attract younger members

attract members from all sections of the community
act as a facilitator rather than a provider

try to promote issues that Retford people feel strongly

about

retain the two names of Retford Society & Retford civic

Society”
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THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY

On 1 January 2000 a rallying cry went out from Jim Napier (though we see that it is signed on his behalf by the still-active

Gerry Archer!)

This letter, and the January 200

Newsletter (see p.12) began the new

century, and a regenerated Society.

Jim remained the Chairman, Margaret

Beard became Secretary, Pam

Barnsdale Membership Secretary, and

Laurie Hudson, who had soldiered on

since the early days, was Monitor of

Town Centre Planning. And we see the

name of Pauline Hudson (later

Secretary for many years) for the first

time.

During 2000, there were Committee

meetings almost every month and this

period saw the beginning of many

projects, as well as the continuation of

those carried out in the previous

decade.

The meeting in January decided that the

Society needed “to build on what we

have had, be a watchdog and identify

and initiate processes to solve issues

…to involve the existing and new

membership… a vibrant newsletter…

After the development of Charter Day

and the Majestic Theatre Trust these

now stand alone, and the Society needs

new aims.”

The Society continued its involvement

in Retford-in-Bloom, and the

Christmas lights group.

The Society was invited to send a representative to discussions about Kings’ Park, and thereafter has always been part of the

Friends of Kings’ Park.

Early in 2000, a Farmers’ Market was suggested. Pam and Margaret attended a meeting with interested parties; Pam and

Pauline reported back on a further meeting; and then, in August it was decided:

“The Retford Farmers’ Market would be held on the 3rd Saturday of each month… opposite the Court House and in the Town

Hall yard…suggestions for ‘themed’ market days were discussed and agreed…street entertainers, local clubs and

associations.” 

The first Farmers’ Market took place in September, and was “a huge success”. Pauline reported that the Local Area Forum

had agreed to give £400 to help defray the cost of street entertainment over the following four months. An Apple Day theme

was proposed for October. 
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For November the Retford International College of Cosmetic

Art agreed to do some theatrical makeovers to tie in with the

Majestic Theatre’s production of Beauty and the Beast; Jim

Napier and David Atkinson (Market Superintendent) agreed

to be “the victims”.

The location has changed, and there is no longer

entertainment, but it continues to do what it set out to do:

“help local farmers and smallholders, and bring to the town…

those seeking home-produced and organic food”.

St Swithun’s Railings
“Pam suggested that we should try to get the

railings round St Swithun’s restored.” 

(Committee Meeting Minutes, October 2000).

The 2002 Newsletter describes the detailed

research which had been undertaken, and the

discussions which had taken place with the

relevant authorities. The estimated cost was

about £65,000 (each railing cost £45), and

applications for funding were being made; in

addition, an appeal was made to the public, and

a form was enclosed in the Newsletter. A record

of all individual and corporate sponsorship

would be written into a bound volume, which

would be kept in the church to form part of its

history. A “Stop Press” announcement recorded

that fund-raising efforts had been given a kick-start by a contribution of £1,500 from the Retford Local Area Forum, that

Cottam Power plc had agreed to print the appeal letter, and that NatWest had given £150 for postage.

Applications were successful: the Heritage Lottery Fund agreed to back the project, and that donation, together with monies

from other grant-aiding bodies, including the Historic Churches Trust Fund, a donation from The Countryside Agency,

fundraising efforts and generous donations from individuals, meant that work could start.  By June 2004, the railings had

indeed been “restored to their former glory”.

At the AGM in 2004, Jim Napier stood down,

and Margaret Beard became Chair, on the

understanding that it would be for only one

year. She had played a large part in seeing the

railings project through to its successful

conclusion, and her year in office saw the start

of other projects, notably the restoration of the

Sebastopol cannon. The Chair was then taken

over by Pam Barnsdale, until 2008, when

Derek Turner became Chair, as he still is. For

reminiscences from Jim, Margaret, Pam and

Derek, see p. 22.

Since these first major projects, which involved

the co-operation of many different bodies, the

Society has undertaken many more projects, as

can be seen in the reports in the annual Newsletters (see NEWSLETTERS p.11).

Ten years later, the front page of the 2014 Newsletter (see p.14) summed up the Society’s achievements thus far.
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The following list is a record of all projects, great and small, initiated by the Society.

PROJECT FUNDING AND SUPPORT

RESTORATION OF ST SWITHUN’S RAILINGS AND

WALL.
ENGLISH HERITAGE

RESTORATION OF CANNON AND SURROUNDS 
NOTTS COUNTY COUNCIL BUILDING BETTER

COMMUNITIES

RE-ENACTMENT OF CANNON COMING TO RETFORD RETFORD CIVIC SOCIETY, ARMY AND COMMUNITY

CANNON INTERPRETATION PANEL
NOTTS COUNTY COUNCIL BUILDING BETTER

COMMUNITIES

RESTORATION OF TOWN HALL GATES AND LISTED

LAMPOSTS
IRONMONGERS COMPANY, RETFORD CIVIC SOCIETY

INTERPRETATION PANEL AND HANGING BASKET

BRACKETS

NOTTS COUNTY COUNCIL BUILDING BETTER

COMMUNITIES

BUTTERMARKET
NOTTS COUNTY COUNCIL BUILDING BETTER

COMMUNITIES

RESTORATION IN PARTERSHIIP OF WAR MEMORIAL
NOTTS COUNTY COUNCIL BUILDING BETTER

COMMUNITIES, BRITISH LEGION

RE FURBISHMENT OF STREET FURNITURE IN

CAROLGATE

NOTTS COUNTY COUNCIL LOCAL IMPROVEMENT

SCHEME

INTERPRETATION PANEL FOR WAR MEMORIAL
NOTTS COUNTY COUNCIL BUILDING BETTER

COMMUNITIES, RETFORD CIVIC SOCIETY

PAWN BROKERS SIGN RETFORD CIVIC SOCIETY AND MR BARKER

WORKING IN PARTNERSHIP WITH BDC ON

REFURBISHMENT ETC OF MARKET 

EUROPEAN DEVELOPMENT FUND, BASSETLAW

DISTRICT COUNCIL

STREET FURNITURE FOR MARKET SQUARE
NOTTS COUNTY COUNCIL LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS

SCHEME

PHOTOGRAPHIC HERITAGE MURALS, WELCOME

TWINNING SIGN, NOTICEBOARD AND LEAFLET

STAND FOR RETFORD STATION

NOTTS COUNTY COUNTIL BUILDING BETTER

COMMUNITIES

INFORMATION PANELS, SEATS, LITTER BINS

CHESTERFIELD CANAL

NOTTS COUNTY COUNTIL BUILDING BETTER

COMMUNITIES, RETFORD CIVIC SOCIETY

HERITAGE GUIDE
BASSETLAW DISTRICT COUNCIL

RETFORD CIVIC SOCIETY

YOUNG PERSONS HERITAGE GUIDE NOTTS COUNTY COUNCIL

RESTORATION OF LAUNDRY MOSAIC
BASSETLAW DISTRICT COUNCIL

RETFORD CIVIC SOCIETY

HERITAGE DAY FOR SIX YEARS

RETFORD CIVIC SOCIETY IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

BASSETLAW DISTRICT COUNCIL AND

ORGANISATIONS

DYERS COURT MURAL

NOTTS COUNTY COUNCIL, BASSETLAW DISTRICT

COUNCIL, RETFORD CIVIC SOCIETY, MR W. CLARK.

MARY FENWICK, FRANK CANNING AND NUMEROUS

VOLUNTEERS

RESTORATION IN PARTNERSHIP OF DYERS COURT PUBLIC, PRIVATE AND VOLUNTARY SECTOR

RESTORATION OF GROVE ST IRONWORK IRONMONGERS HALL, RETFORD CIVIC SOCIETY

RESTORATION OF IRONWORK AND FRONTAGE OF

LIBRARY
NOTTS COUNTY COUNCIL, RETFORD CIVIC SOCIETY

GOODWIN HALL COMMUNITY GARDEN

NOTTS COUNTY COUNCIL LOCAL IMPROVEMENT

SCHEME, BASSETLAW DISTRICT COUNCIL, RETFORD

CIVIC SOCIETY, GOODWIN HALL COMMITTEE,

VOLUNTEERS
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PROJECT FUNDING AND SUPPORT

KINGS PARK GATES AND RAILINGS 

IRONMONGERS HALL, RETFORD CIVIC SOCIETY,

PERCY LAWS TRUST, BASSETLAW DISTRICT

COUNCIL, RETFORD LIONS 

PARK NOTICEBOARD 
NOTTS COUNTY COUNCIL LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS

SCHEME

SEAT FOR ST SWITHUNS
BASSETLAW DISTRICT COUNCIL, RETFORD CIVIC

SOCIETY

MAINTENANCE AND ONGOING SUPPORT FOR ST

SWITHUNS 
RETFORD CIVIC SOCIETY

SUPPORTING BULB PLANTING
RETFORD LIONS, RETFORD CIVIC SOCIETY, RETFORD

PRIMARY SCHOOLS 

IMPROVENTS TO LANDSCAPING CHURCHGATE CAR

PARK

BASSETLAW DISTRICT COUNCIL, RETFORD CIVIC

SOCIETY AND CHRIS DAVIES

HELPING WITH APPLICATION FOR GRANT FOR ROOF

ON CHURCHGATE PROPERTY
BASSETLAW DISTRICT COUNCIL

RETFORD IN BLOOM RETFORD CIVIC SOCIETY

CATEGORIES RETFORD ROTARY CLUB

BEST PUB, FRONT GARDEN, COMMUNITY PROJECT,

SCHOOLS, SHOP FRONT
RETFORD LIONS

HANGING BASKET SCHEME RETFORD CIVIC SOCIETY

CIVIC SOCIETY NOTICEBOARD RETFORD CIVIC SOCIETY

BARRIER FLORAL PLANTERS ON RING ROADS

NOTTS COUNTY COUNCIL BUILDING BETTER

COMMUNITIES, RETFORD LIONS, RETFORD ROTARY

CLUB THEN FOLLOWING NOTTS COUNTY COUNCIL

DIVISIONAL COMMUNITY FUND

CHRISTMAS TREES BRACKETS AND LIGHTS

RETFORD CIVIC SOCIETY, NOTTS COUNTY COUNCIL,

BASSETLAW DISTRICT COUNCIL, RETFORD ROTARY

CLUB, RETFORD TOWN CENTRE BUSINESS FORUM

CAST IRON FALLPIPES FOR ST SWITHUNS GRANT FROM BASSETLAW DISTRICT COUNCIL 

MATCH FUNDING FOR ENGLISH HERITAGE GRANT RETFORD CIVIC SOCIETY

DISCOVERING RETFORD DVD
NOTTS COUNTY COUNCIL BUILDING BETTER

COMMUNITIES

LITTER PICKING AND MAINTENANCE THROUGHOUT

YEAR

RETFORD CIVIC SOCIETY, CHESTERFIELD CANAL

TRUST AND OTHER LOCAL ORGANISATIONS AND

COUNCILLORS

SWEETSHOP MURAL AND WORKS

NOTTS COUNTY COUNCIL COMMUNITY DIVISIONAL

FUND, BASSETLAW DISTRICT COUNCIL, RETFORD

CIVIC SOCIETY

HANGING BASKET/FLAG/TREE SCHEME CIVIC SOCIETY, RETFORD BUSINESS FORUM

MAINTENANCE OF ARLINGTON WAY CIVIC SOCIETY AND COMMUNITY SERVICE

PROVISION OF SECURITY EQUIPMENT TO HUB CIVIC SOCIETY

NEW MARKET STALL CANOPIES AND LIGHTING LOCAL IMPROVEMENT SCHEME NOTTS CC

BANNER RIG FOR CAROLGATE CIVIC SOCIETY

MAINTENANCE OF STREET FURNITURE CIVIC SOCIETY, NOTTS CC GRANT 

KINGS PARK MAIN GATE LANTERNS CIVIC SOCIETY, BDC

TOWN CENTRE MAPS IN ALL CAR PARKS CIVIC SOCIETY, ROTARY, BDC, NOTTSCC

FEATHER ADVERTISING FLAGS FOR MUSEUM CIVIC SOCIETY

RETFORD SCHOOL HERITAGE VISITS AND WALKS CIVIC SOCIETY

GRANT TO RETFORD STREET PASTORS CIVIC SOCIETY

COACHING BELL FOR WHITE HART CIVIC SOCIETY

WHO CARES ABOUT RETFORD?

WITH AN EYE ON THE FUTURE, AS WELL AS THE PAST

WE DO!
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At first, an A4 sheet was issued three or four times a year, informing members of what was being done.

The first one we have appeared in April 1991.

This format was followed during the first

decade.

These sheets make interesting reading. We

learn that the Society concerned itself with

traffic, parking, street lighting, planning,

tidying, Carolgate pedestrianisation, tourism,

Retford-in-Bloom, visits, Building Awards,

meetings, talks, derelict buildings, the Civic

Trust (now Civic Voice) – all of which concern

us still.

Programme cards were also issued, rather like

our present Membership Cards, but also listing

other events in Retford, such as Bassetlaw

District Council meetings, parades, receptions,

and even – one year – a pancake race in the

Market Square.

The Newsletter of January 1993 was striking:

The first Charter Day took place a few months

later, on Easter Monday, 12 April. A full

programme was announced: “a Medieval

Market and Fair in the Square and Carolgate,

events in the Town Hall, Exhibitions, Music,

Dancing and Stage Coach Trips. As part of the

celebration… exciting events on Easter Sunday

at the Canal Basin at Carolgate Bridge, with

narrowboat trips, stalls, exhibitions,

refreshments, demonstrations, etc. The Boat

Club will hold an Open Day”.

The Inaugural General Meeting of the

Majestic Theatre Trust took place on 28 July

1993. Gerry Archer represented the Society at

first, and then Paul Walker, who was on the

Committee from 1991 to 1996, and was much

younger, took over.

SUCCESS!  Charter Day and the Majestic

Theatre continue to flourish.

NEWSLETTERS
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A telling item appeared in July 1994: applicants were invited for the posts of Membership Secretary and Publicity and
Public Relations Officer, who “should preferably be members with suitable qualification and experience, with initiative,
and be able and willing to work all hours for absolutely no wages. Working conditions are poor and pensions non-existent,
but fellow-workers are a jovial crowd whose only desire is to see Retford improve and the Society prosper.” This is still
the case!

The January 1998 Newsletter had a new look.

The Newsletter of January 1999 shows that Jim Napier has
stepped in.

A Special Millennium Meeting
was the sole subject of the
January 2000 Newsletter.
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All change in 2002! “Retford Society News” consisted of 8 black and white pages, folded but not stapled, and with (albeit

rather blurred) photographs for the first time.

Newsletters thereafter came out annually.

By 2005, the pictures are much clearer, it is stapled, and follows very much the format we still have; the front page has the

lead article RETFORD-IN-BLOOM, and the Committee is listed (you will recognise the names of several current and

recent Committee members):

Chairman – Margaret Beard, Vice-Chairman – Pam Barnsdale, Treasurer – Barbara Farrar, Secretary – Pauline Hudson,

Committee members – Bruce Barnett, Roger Jones, Jim Napier

The 2006 issue was entitled THE ARCHERS devoting its main story to Betty and Gerry, who were going to live

permanently in Spain.

THE RETURN OF THE CANNON was celebrated in 2007, and we note that the Committee is as follows:

Chairman – Pam Barnsdale, Vice-Chairman – Margaret Beard, Treasurer – Barbara Farrar, Secretary – Pauline Hudson,

Committee members – Bruce Barnett, Roger Jones, Robert Lamb, Jim Napier, Derek Turner

On 16 September, 2006, Mansfield Territorial Army pulled a magnificently reconstructed cannon, preceded by the

Harworth Drummers, and followed by British Legion banners, the Lord Lieutenant, the Chairman of BDC, the Vice-

Chairman of Notts CC, and the town Mayor with his Officer holding high the town mace through Retford to Cannon

Square. There, the actual cannon, fully restored, was unveiled, to the delight of the crowds, and in the presence of the

craftsmen who had worked so hard. The cooperation of many different groups made this project possible (see list, p. 9).

HERITAGE IMPROVEMENTS IN RETFORD (2008) carried a photograph of two young Retfordians admiring the

information panel in Cannon Square, and another of the new golden balls (pawnbroker’s sign) on the Ponden Mill shop.

The Heritage Trail Guide had been produced, and signage, information panels, new seating and litter bins, and planters and

hanging baskets had been installed – all designed to enhance the heritage of Retford. A DVD, ‘Discovering Retford’, was

the icing on the cake!

It is not surprising that the Society was now eager to show Retford off, and so the 2009 Newsletter shows the first-ever

HERITAGE DAY, held in 2008: many places of interest were open, and everyone welcomed the opportunity to visit places

not usually open to the public. We have had a Heritage Open Day ever since.Sharing the front page was the report

SOCIETY RECEIVED TOP AWARD: Notts County Council’s ‘Building Better Communities’ had given it to the Society

‘in recognition of their outstanding contribution to improving Nottinghamshire’s Environment’. The Chairman’s Report

was written by… Derek Turner. He has written one every year since! A double-page centrefold was entitled “Building on

Our Heritage” and included pieces on the development of the Market Square, the information panel in the garden of the

War Memorial (newly restored), and the restoration of the Town Hall Gates. 

Glossy and in colour for the first time, the 2010 Newsletter stressed the importance of WORKING TOGETHER, showing

that the Society was very aware that heritage projects benefiting the whole community could not be achieved without the

support of local authorities, organisations and the public. The Kings’ Park gates and railings, the display panels in the

railway station, and the balcony and bootscraper at 7 Grove Street were the result of this. A News-sheet later that year

reported the restoration of the Mosaic above what had been Clark’s laundry, and continued the theme of partnership:

“The Society feel that working in partnership with the authorities and the private sector is a real way forward for all

concerned, helping Retford to retain important heritage detail and improve important buildings within the town.”

Still glossy and colourful in 2011, the Newsletter carried a picture of a stagecoach, which took people on tours of the town

for that Heritage Open Day, and was entitled RETFORD GALLOPS AHEAD. The Society was galloping ahead in more

ways than one: taking part in the initial consultation and design process for the Market Square, with funding coming from

Bassetlaw District Council and the European Regional Development Fund, helping with St Swithun’s restoration, and the

establishment of a Community Garden behind Goodwin Hall, and planning to improve Dyers Court.
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THE MAKING OF THE MAGNIFICENT MURAL was a huge
project, involving the whole community. This dark and dismal area
was transformed by a large mural, depicting Clark’s Cleaners and
Dyeworks, which had originally occupied the site. This was based
on images housed at the Museum, and a design developed by local
artists Frank Canning and Mary Fenwick. A whole army of people,
both craftsmen and volunteers, young and old, moved in, standing
on scaffolding in all weathers. The story, with lots of before-and-
after and work-in-progress photographs, featured on the front page
and ran on to a double spread in the middle. So in 2012 the
Newsletter had to have 12 pages, as it has ever since. 

This made it rather bulky, so the Newsletter stopped being glossy in
2013. Another departure was the illustrating of the front page: Frank
Canning’s cartoons accompanied the story of the RETFORD
HERITAGE TRAIL FOR YOUNG PEOPLE, which again was very
much a team effort, as was the further improvement to Dyers Court by a
trompe l’oeil.  Designed and painted by Ann Everitt, it was headed by
the shop sign “Sweet Expectations”, executed by Frank Canning, put up
by Butch Barnsdale, Gavin Johnston and Roger Jones, and funded by
Cllrs Mike and Wendy Quigley through Notts County Council.

The front page of the 2014 Newsletter said it all: MILLIONS! In the previous few years, more than £2.5 million had been
brought in for projects, by the Society working in partnership with private individuals and many different organisations –
quite an achievement, considering that, twenty years before, we had had under £1000 passing through our annual accounts.

“WHO DO YOU THINK WE ARE?” occupied the centre
pages, and we find photos of the Committee:
Chair – Derek Turner, Vice-Chair – Robert Lamb
Treasurer – Bruce Barnett, Secretary – Tina Jones
Membership Secretary – Pat Barnett, Social Secretary –
Joan Turner, Pam Barnsdale, Simon Holdaway, Barrie
King and Rob White
Others included in the line-up were past Committee
members Pauline Hudson and David Ingall, maintenance
men Butch Barnsdale, Gavin Johnston and Roger Jones,
and our official photographers Janet and Brian Shawcross.

The 2015 Newsletter appealed to everyone: WE NEED
YOUR HELP, PLEASE! £13,000 TO SPEND.
The Society had recently received this amount (which
later increased to almost £18,000) from the assets of the
Trust which initially ran the CCTV system in Bassetlaw.
The money had to be used “to promote and encourage
security and public safety”. Obviously RCS was seen as
an organisation which could be trusted to do this.
Suggestions were invited, and, to date, some already have
been, and more will be, implemented.
“WHO DO YOU THINK WE ARE?” added Hilary
Holdaway and Drew Smith to the Committee.

The Newsletter is sent out at the beginning of every year.
In addition, a News-sheet now appears at the end of
August, with brief updates and a reminder about the
forthcoming Heritage Open Day.

Since 2012, Newsletters can also be read on the Retford Civic Society website: www.retfordcivicsociety.org.uk
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Tidying Retford was one of the Society’s first projects. Gerry Archer’s concern coincided with the 1991 campaign by the

TIDY BRITAIN group entitled ‘GET A GRIP ON LITTER’. On 18 September the Society held a conference to launch the

TIDY RETFORD SCHEME, to find out what could be done. The result was a comprehensive report, which concluded that

the Objectives for 1992 should be

1. By cooperation with others, to make the Market Square tidy…as an example of what can be achieved.

2. To persuade the community, with the assistance of all authorities, by publicity, example and education, to substantially

reduce the amount of litter, dog-fouling and graffiti.

3. To persuade all supermarkets to operate deposit trolley schemes.

4. To persuade the Councils to improve the maintenance, repair and management of landscaping and paved areas.

Many persuasive letters were written to the relevant organisations. 

Every month a ‘TIDY RETFORD TOWN CENTRE INSPECTION’ was carried out by Committee members, who then

advised the appropriate authority or organisation of any “untidiness”. This continued for many years.

Nowadays, litter-picking, tidying and weeding sessions are organised, often in conjunction with other bodies, and members

cheerfully volunteer to tidy different areas of the town, accumulating bags and bags of rubbish, which is left in designated

places and collected by BDC. Maintenance jobs are also carried out by RCS, such as bench repairs and upkeep of the cannon.

TIDINESS 
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Another early initiative was the Building Award. In 1992, members were asked for nominations. Awards were given that year

to the Vine  Public House, in 1993 to the Bridgegate Surgery, and in 1995 to 17 Carolgate; grant aid came from Notts County

Council for the plaques. 

The certificate, signed by Gerry Archer, states that “The Award is made to a building in Retford, which the Society considers

has been built, converted, altered or refurbished in such a way that it enhances the appearance of Retford and encourages the

appreciation of good architectural design, good building and appropriate development”. 

His drawing illustrates his interest as an architect:

The next Award was made in 2000. From the nominations received, the jury recommended Morrison’s supermarket as the

overall winner, considering that “the development had enabled a most unattractive site to be brought back into use…attractive

landscaping…pedestrian and cycle routes to connect to the town centre…of a scale and appearance suitable for Retford.”

It was decided that the Awards should be made every five

years, and in 2005, the building which enhanced the

appearance of Retford was deemed to be Holly Mount: “this

old building had been sadly neglected for many years…and

now, with its landscaped frontage, stands proud on London 

Road, one of the main arterial roads leading into Retford”.

Since then, awards have gone to the (then) new Bus Station,

Hawkesley House, Churchgate Retail Development, and the

refurbished Town Hall; in 2014 a special award was given to

Kiersons, Specialist Timber Repair Contractors, for their

splendid craftsmanship in helping to restore many of the

town’s important buildings.

BUILDING AWARDS
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RETFORD-IN-BLOOM

Every year from 1992 to 2007, with only one exception, Retford entered the Large Town category of the East Midlands in

Bloom Competition. 

The Retford in Bloom Campaign Committee was set up in 1992 to co-ordinate the various elements of the community, such

as Bassetlaw District Council, Notts County Council and local organisations and businesses; it was to be chaired by the Mayor

and “administered” by the Society, who also initiated the Front Garden Competition (see below) in support.

Entering the East Midlands in Bloom Competition involved a great deal of hard work, and was especially challenging as

Retford was included in the same Large Towns category as Buxton and Market Harbotough. We read that in 1993, sponsorship

was sought and “a cheque for £50 was received from the local Power Station and a smaller sum was made available by the

National Westminster Bank”; the local newspaper, The Guardian, helpfully ran articles throughout the campaign. Despite this

response, Retford failed to win anything, but were determined to try again in the following years. 

In 1996, the entry was withdrawn because of the “untidiness” of the town, and later that year Retford in Bloom was renamed

Retford Pride, with two subsidiaries: Retford-in-Bloom and Tidy Retford; the Society continued to run the Front Gardens

Competition. In 1997, Retford entered again and “got nowhere” in the E.M. competition. However, after an appeal for extra

effort on the part of residents and businesses, in 1998 the town came sixth, and in the following year fifth.

Things seemed to be going well, but, in 2000, at a Retford Pride meeting it was learnt that Retford had been placed seventh

out of ten entries. Much more support was obviously needed. It was later suggested that, as Retford Pride and RCS were in

some respects covering the same ground, they should hold joint committee meetings. This was opposed, and it took until 2003

for it to be agreed that a merger of the two Committees would add strength to their efforts.

We have all the documentation for the entries for 2003 to

2007. The file for each year is thick, with descriptions and

photographs of all parts of the town, from Kings’ Park to

wheelie bins. In 2003, the Judges awarded certificates to

Kings’ Park for “redeveloped flower gardens and

herbaceous border” and to the Hallcroft Fisheries and

Wetland Project. This inspired all involved, and an appeal

was made for even greater efforts by all parts of the

community for the following year.

It worked! Success! The 2004 Silver Award was

presented to “Retford Pride Partners for their

collaboration and hard work”.

In this press cutting we see the delighted collaborators,

including Pauline Hudson, who was the RCS

representative on the Retford Pride Committee.
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FRONT GARDENS / RETFORD-IN-BLOOM

The Front Gardens Competition was first set up to support the initial attempt to enhance the appearance of the town. We learn

that in 1992, two members had had to “scour’ the town for potential prize-winning gardens, and so the next year front gardens

were nominated by the town’s postmen! 

In 1994, the Rules for the Front Gardens Competition were formally

set out, and thereafter a group, usually consisting of three Committee

members and others would  tour the town each year. In 1997 two new

categories were proposed: “best improved front garden” and “best

town centre street”. 

In 2000, observers from the Society and Retford Pride were to

“inspect every garden in Retford”, where “small plots vied with larger

spreads, with baskets and borders abundant with flowering plants”.

So “decision-making was no easy task”. In 2001, a team of six

(including Pauline Hudson and Pam Barnsdale) chose twenty gardens

that “took our breath away”, and the judges’ opinion of the garden that

was the overall winner was that it was “immaculate and beautifully maintained with

excellent combination of colour”.

In 2004, when Retford Lions donated £100 for the winners, we learn of gardens that

were “newly discovered – tiny but full of colour” and “an absolute riot of colour”

and “beautifully maintained – not an inch to spare”. Retford Lions continued to

support the event, and in 2005 the Presentation Ceremony became more exciting,

with photos projected onto a screen.

Things were improving! In 2006 Maggie Battersby volunteered to “revitalise” the

competition and over the next two years new categories were added, drawing in

more support and interest. These new categories have continued more or less

unchanged, with the introduction of Special Awards for those whose efforts are,

The support of the various organisations continued, and in 2005 and 2006 Retford’s position was maintained. In the 2005

entry, we see, amongst many items, photographs of bulb-planting by Retford Lions, the Field of Hope in Kings’ Park and the

restoration of the children’s play area, and a list of the schools taking part in the Painting Competition: Elizabethan Upper and

Lower Schools, Carr Hill, Bracken lane, St Joseph’s, Thrumpton Lane, St Swithun’s, St Giles. In 2006, special awards were

also given for the new garden at St Joseph’s School and for “the exceptional volunteer efforts in maintaining the excellent

gardens of the Hospice”, and, in 2007, for the gardens of Trinity Hospital.

However, in that year there had been flooding and dreadful weather conditions at the time of judging, and Retford came fifth.

The report in the RCS Newsletter was interesting for three pieces of information: RCS would oversee the entry for 2008;

Kings’ Park had received national recognition in 2007, when it was judged the Best Park in the Midlands Region in the

prestigious Best Park in Britain Competition; Pam Barnsdale (Chair) and Maggie Battersby had attended the Awards

ceremony.

The Minutes of the RCS Committee meeting in February 2008 record that a decision had been taken not to enter Retford in

the East Midlands in Bloom Competition that year: coming fifth had suggested that it was time for a re-think. The Front

Garden Competition would continue, with more emphasis on community projects and commercial sites; the Parks Department

was to enter Kings’ Park for the Green Flag Award; more sponsorship was to be sought; contact would continue with the

Authorities and other organisations. And, significantly, Andrew Adams (one of the founder members and a leading light of

Retford Pride) would still chair Retford in Bloom (the name of the competition), with Maggie as Vice-Chair. Retford Pride’s

balance (about £700) would be transferred to RCS. At the AGM, Maggie thanked Andrew for his hard work over the years,

and outlined her plans. There were to be new categories for the competition, and an Awards ceremony would take place in the

Autumn.

And so the Front Gardens Competition evolved into Retford-in-Bloom. Kings’ Park continues to maintain its Green Flag

status, and the varied categories of the annual Retford-in-Bloom competition encourage everyone in the community to

“improve the appearance of the town”, which was the original aim. A great and rewarding example of working together!
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largely, taken for granted, such as that in 2010

to Retford Lions for “their environmental

enhancement of areas throughout Retford and

surrounding villages”, in 2011 to the Retford

Town Centre Street Cleaning and Public Toilet

Maintenance Team for “enhancing” the

appearance of the town, in 2012 to RCS itself

for “their involvement in the development of

Goodwin Hall Gardens”, and in 2013 to Andy

Burton for his volunteer work in Kings’ Park

and to Jane Brown for developing the garden

at Hallcroft Children’s Centre. The Rotary

Club of Retford has recently been added to the

list of sponsors. 

Sadly, the 2015 Newsletter carried the

obituary of Maggie Battersby, who did so

much to change the perception of Retford-in-Bloom by widening community involvement. An annual prize in the shape of a

shield, given by her family in her memory, will be awarded to the winning school. A retired teacher, Maggie had encouraged

pupils to become involved in gardening, starting with “Blooms in Buckets”, and, recently, potato-growing.

From the original idea for a Front Garden Competition, Retford-in-Bloom, due to an enthusiastic Committee, has grown and

grown!

These photographs show some of the winning entries in the categories of Best Public House Display, Best Floral Shop and

Business Front, and Best Front Garden.

Children from the successful Primary Schools attend the Presentation Ceremony, as shown in the photograph, top right.
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MEETINGS AND TALKS AND SOCIAL EVENTS

At first, it seems that Committee meetings took place quite frequently, but meetings for members, apart from the Annual General

Meeting, which was almost always followed by a talk, were arranged only when it was thought necessary. Talks at the AGM

included “Past and Present Retford” (Ron Beare) twice, “The Majestic Theatre (Prof J. Pick), “50 Years as a Furniture Restorer

in Retford” (Eric Revill), “The Mayflower Pligrims” (Anne Coppen and Joan Board),  “Retford’s Civic Plate” (Malcolm

Dolby), “Stairs and Windows” (Graham Beaumont), “The Welchman Collection” (Jane Sumpter). 

Then, in 2006, a member suggested that Open Meetings be held. At first, these were occasional Committee Meetings open to

members. As these were held during the day, it was not possible for many people to attend, and eventually, in 2008, it was

decided to hold “new-style” Open Meetings, with a speaker, in the evenings. We have held Open Meetings in the Spring and

Autumn, with the AGM in the Summer, ever since.

Recent talks have ranged from “The Impact of New Developments on Historic Buildings and Settings” (Simon Britt and Oliver

Scott (BDC Heritage and Conservation Officers), “Town Centre Management in Bassetlaw” (Russell Slater), and “Policing the

Town Centre” (PC Tony McDonald and PCSO Colin Haywood) to “The Chesterfield Canal” (Peter Piper), introductions to

various stately houses which we were planning to visit, a talk about the Street Pastors, Recycling, “Trinity Hospital Past and

Present” (Bob Rabagliatti), the refurbishment of the Town Hall (Jane Harrison), “Returning Bassetlaw Museum to its Former

Glory” (Sam Glasswell), to Wakefield Civic Society (Kevin

Trickett), The Retford Times (Grace Newton),  “Tommy

Atkins (Lt.Col. David Rhodes (Rtd)), and “Civic Voice”

(Freddie Gick).

The break for refreshments allows members to meet and chat.

VISITS
In the beginning, the Society organised trips to other towns

with Civic Societies, and were shown around by their

members. This was an opportunity to find out how they were

run, as well as to see interesting places. Stamford, Melton

Mowbray, Boston and Lincoln were visited, and others were

planned; but at the 1995 AGM it was decided that interest had

waned and they were discontinued.

It was not until 2002 that they began again. Since then, we

have visited many different places of interest: Newby Hall,

Chatsworth, Haddon Hall, Scampston Hall and Gardens,

‘Walks of Life’ in Tuxford, Nostell Priory, Temple Newsam

House, Belvoir Castle, Tissington Hall, Boughton House, Castle Howard, York (twice), the Houses of Parliament, Saltaire,

Harewood House, Ripley Castle, the Vintage Coach and Car Museum in Lincoln, Welbeck Abbey, Althorp, Chesterfield,

Renishaw Hall, Buckingham Palace, Grimsthorpe Castle, Doddington Hall, Wakefield, the David Mellors Design Centre and

Eyam, Wentworth Woodhouse, Royal Chelsea Hospital, and a local event, the Mayflower Pilgrim Tour.

There are Spring, Summer and Christmas visits, and sometimes an extra one, all organised by our Social Secretary, Joan

Turner. The coach is always full, and members enjoy meeting one another, and taking part in the famous raffle.

ANNIVERSARY PARTIES
These took place in November during the first few years, to

celebrate the founding of the Society, and were attended by

members, and friends and usually by the Mayor and the

Chairman of BDC and their spouses. Refreshments were

provided (buffet and coffee), and there was a raffle and

entertainment. Paul Walker, who was aged nineteen when

he joined the Committee in 1991, remembers organising the

entertainment by pupils from his old school, the

Elizabethan; in 1994 he was to “introduce the orchestra and

look after the musicians”. However, when things became

difficult in 1995 these parties ceased… until in 2015 when

the Society celebrates its twenty-fifth anniversary.

RETFORD-IN-BLOOM

PRESENTATION EVENING
This Awards Evening, which has been held annually ever

since the Society initiated the Front Gardens Competition

(see “Retford-in-Bloom p. 17) celebrates “Blooming

Retford” and members meet to marvel at the wonderful

displays seen on the screen, and congratulate the winners:

gardeners from schools, businesses and residential areas.

QUIZ
The first annual Pie-and-Peas Supper and Quiz was in 2007,

and this is another chance for members to get together, have

fun and take part in one of our Chair Derek Turner’s famous

raffles. Some people come in teams, but individuals who do

not are matched up, and good friendships have been formed

as a result!
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WHAT’S IN A NAME? 

The first Committee Meeting Minutes are headed RETFORD civic SOCIETY.

The first Newsletter is entitled RETFORD CIVIC SOCIETY.

The first Anniversary Media Release headline: RETFORD SOCIETY

We obviously could not decide, and in April 1992, when we applied to BDC for Grant Aid, a perplexed official wrote:

I notice that on your letterhead and on the accounts, the name “Retford Civic Society” is used, whereas the constitution

and the application form refer to the “Retford Society”. Could you please clarify the position?

We do not know what the reply was, and the confusion continued, because the 1993 AGM Agenda is headed RETFORD

CIVIC SOCIETY, whereas the Minutes are headed RETFORD SOCIETY.

In February 1994 we have this name and logo:

However, in the Newsletter of April 1994 we read the following:

“At present the Society is registered as the Retford Society with the Charity Commissioners and Civic Trust, with

Retford Civic Society as the alternative name. It has been suggested that the registered name should be Retford Civic

Society. …a proposal should be put at the AGM.”

The AGM decided “the first name…to be the Retford Civic Society”.

Yet the February 1994 heading continues until June 1996, when we revert to RETFORD civic SOCIETY, and this lasts

until January 2000, when we appear as

RETFORD SOCIETY

The Civic and Amenity Society for Retford in Nottinghamshire

By June we have a new heading:

This is short-lived, and in January 2001 we are

RETFORD SOCIETY

THE AMENITY AND CIVIC VOICE FOR RETFORD

We keep this heading until the 2003 AGM, when we are RETFORD SOCIETY, and so we remain until at the beginning

of 2006 when we are again RETFORD CIVIC SOCIETY. We vacillate over the next few months, but the AGM in May

confirms it. The Chair explained that the Committee wished to change the registered name of the Society: the name

registered with the Charity Commission was the Retford Society, but it was generally known as the Retford Civic

Society.This name would better identify the purpose of the Society and link us to the Civic Trust (now Civic Voice). 

And that has been our name ever since. In 2010 we decided on the logo and heading in colour, as it is today.
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LOOKING BACK – and FORWARD!

Jim Napier – Chair 2000-2004

“To be, or not to be?” That was the question raised by Gerry Archer and Cllr Kath Straker when we held an AGM for the Civic

Society a long, long time ago. We three were the only members who had turned up for the meeting. I was invited to become

Chairman of the Retford Civic Society and we then discussed its worth and if it was worth continuing.

Looking back, I think that it was, and Retford as a town has benefited from it. Indeed, as the “rules” for funding changed, and

the subsequent members and Chairs took advantage of all funding avenues open to registered charities and voluntary

organisations, both Bassetlaw and Nottinghamshire benefited from their hard work.

By working together, with BDC and Notts CC, Retford Civic Society achieved, and are achieving, many worthwhile projects:

the Church railings and the cannon are only two of the many projects pioneered successfully by Margaret Beard, Pam

Barnsdale and Pauline Hudson. Under their guidance, style of corporate working and dogged commitment Retford Civic

Society has taken its rightful place in Retford as an integral part of its culture and development.

Margaret Beard – Chair 2004-2005

“The Three Musketeers” – that’s what I heard someone from St Swithun’s call Pam, Pauline and me. We had become involved

in the Railings Project because the congregation there was very concerned about the desecration of the churchyard and the

damage done by people who drank there and left litter, and used it as a short cut. I knew, because of being a member of the

Diocesan Advisory Committee, that other churches had had ironwork restored, and I knew about Faculties (Church Planning

Permission). So that was useful. We worked hard to obtain funding: I remember Pauline and I spent hours in the reference

section of the library, looking at information about grant-funding organisations, and whispering to each other (I think we

annoyed other users!), and Pam found out about Ironmongers’ Hall. When I took over as Chair the project was just coming to

an end, so that was wonderful.

The Farmers’ Market was well-established by then; I had first heard about such markets on Women’s Hour, so it was one of

the first things we initiated when I joined the Committee in 2000.

During my year we were very concerned about the demolition of Ordsall Hall and of Thrumpton School. Ordsall Hall in

particular, with its lovely Arts and Crafts interior, was a great loss. We worried that the King Edward VI School would also

go. We monitored Planning very carefully. We talked to a lot of people about the proposed new Bus Station; it was important

to discuss these things as widely as possible.

We also had to amend the Constitution, because we had to decide on the name, for recognition by funding bodies; so it became

Retford Civic Society.

Pam Barnsdale – Chair 2005-2008

Having been a member for some years and having seen the Society membership steadily grow and become far more pro-

active, I felt honoured to be asked in 2005 to take on the role of Chair, which I then held until 2008.

During those years and subsequently I have felt extremely proud of all that the Society and its members have achieved.

A stand-out event for me was the restoration of the Sebastopol cannon in Cannon Square which we undertook, and the re-

enactment of 1858 when the cannon was first brought to Retford, which involved so many people and organisations from the

community.
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The catalyst for so many of the projects that we have undertaken was the Heritage Trail Guide, that we developed along with

Retford’s Historical Society and launched in 2007, and which continues to be printed today.

The guide enabled us to identify areas and architectural detail on the trail that needed improvement, restoration and

conservation and to then seek funding to carry out the works required. To date, over 80 projects have been funded and

completed throughout the town, which have included Kings’ Park gates and entrance, Clarks of Retford mural, Goodwin Hall

community garden and the re-generation of the Market Square.

The one thing that all these projects had in common was that they were the result of partnerships between the voluntary, private

and public sectors. The ability to stop saying “What are you going to do?” and say “What can we do?” has been key.

The Society was and continues to be represented on numerous committees including the Friends of Kings’ Park, Retford

Business Forum, North Notts Envoy Scheme and St Swithun's Development Committee, enabling us to offer support and help

where possible.

During my term as Chair, Retford in Bloom moved up a gear, thanks to Maggie Battersby's enthusiasm and the support of the

Committee. It now continues to play an important part in keeping the town attractive, with floral schemes, litter picking and

clearance, business and school competitions.

Social events and visits were increased and varied, to accommodate a growing membership, carefully overseen by secretary

Pauline Hudson, who, during my term of office was such an important and valued right hand. These enjoyable visits and talks

continue apace thanks to Joan Turner – and we mustn't forget Derek Turner’s now infamous raffles!

Frighteningly, I now realize I have been involved with the Civic Society for over 20 years. I have always valued the ability

we have as an organisation to 'get things done' and the goodwill, humour and friendship of those I work alongside.

We can all be justly proud of celebrating the Society's achievements over 25 years, and hope that the Society will continue to

work to improve and safeguard our town with those who care about Retford.

Derek Turner – Chair  2008 onwards

I have always been interested in history and heritage, especially our local heritage, having lived in and around Retford all my

life.

During my first year of retirement from teaching I was invited to join a Retford Civic Society visit, and before I knew it I was

on the Committee, and the rest is history!

The past seven years has seen the Retford Civic Society grow in membership and stature. The opinions of the Society are

sought and valued by local councillors and officers of Bassetlaw District Council and other organisations in the town, and we

have been able to bring in funding, as you have read.

Highlights over the past seven years have been, for example

• Improved communication with members by interesting, well-illustrated and informative newsletters, emails and the

development of our website and Facebook page.

• Retford’s involvement in Heritage Open Days – eight so far, all with a different theme to attract visitors.

• Developing links with young people through town heritage tours and visits to the Town Hall, competitions and the

publication of Hunt Your Retford Town Heritage, a young person’s heritage trail guide.

• Among the many projects, already listed, the transformation of Dyers Court with its magnificent mural stands out.

The RCS has also developed a reputation for supporting other groups in their efforts to maintain and improve buildings and



heritage features: for example, the restoration of St Swithun’s Church roof, the transformation of the Lady Chapel into a

community space and the restoration of the War Memorial with our interpretation panel detailing the history of the memorial.

In 2010, after a year of consultation and negotiation, a new national body representing Civic Societies was formed, called Civic

Voice. RCS has been an active member of this wider movement championing the importance of the places where we live.

Representatives attend the Annual Convention where many useful links have been made. This year we were privileged to have

had Freddie Gick, Chair of Civic Voice, to address our AGM. He was very impressed with what we had achieved in Retford.

He was also impressed by the number of members attending. You will have read about how these Open Meetings have evolved:

attendance has grown and a larger room is now used. Likewise, the Retford-in-Bloom Presentation Evening in September now

has to be held in the Town Hall ballroom to accommodate the increased numbers.

Individual members have been actively involved in community improvement schemes like our litter picks and the maintenance

of the infrastructure of the town centre. This has given the Society a high profile in the community and excellent publicity, and

helps to develop a sense of pride and ownership within the community.

The planning committee plays a major role in monitoring and commenting on planning applications and our views are sought

and valued. We also made a major contribution to the Prince’s Regeneration Trust review of Retford, which identified priorities

for future redevelopment and improvements to the town.

As we celebrate our 25th year the thoughts of the Committee are focussing on succession planning and the involvement of

younger people to continue the good work in years to come.

It only remains for me to thank all of you who have supported and partnered the Society over the years, with special thanks to

our Committee whose good humour, enthusiasm and hard work have enabled us to achieve so much. What a team we have in

Retford!

CROWNING GLORY

At the Civic Voice Convention 2015, our

representatives, who were Derek and Joan

Turner, and Pat and Bruce Barnett, were

presented with an award, the highest accolade

available in the Civic Movement: the Marsh

Civic Award 2015, plus a cheque for £1,000.

The citation reads “Award for making an

outstanding contribution to the Civic

Movement”. A full list of our achievements

was read out to the Convention.

How splendid that we should receive such

recognition on our 25th anniversary!
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The address is: www.retfordcivicsociety.org.uk

where there is lots of information about RCS.

RCS email address is retfordcivicsociety@hotmail.co.uk
WEBSITE

WHO CARES ABOUT RETFORD?

WITH AN EYE ON THE FUTURE, AS WELL AS THE PAST

WE DO!


